SMC Introduces
INTERNATIONAL DIRECT
SMC Corporation of America

SMC Japan
In-stock parts and eligible assembled parts
originating in Tokyo can be directly shipped
to you with International Direct.

International Direct
an option for faster, lower cost shipping direct to customers
IPD - International Priority Direct
IED - International Economy Direct

End User
Receive orders faster, with shipping costs
comparable to domestic rates!

International Direct, an expedited shipping
process, allows stock parts and eligible
assembled product coming from SMC
Corporation in Japan to be delivered
directly to customers.

How the Program Works
Criteria for IED/IPD Order
? Ship-to destinations are restricted to the United States.
(Puerto Rico not eligible.)
? Products must not be in stock in the US.
? Individual item must not exceed 108” in length and 70” in
height.
? Product origin/production must be SMC Japan.
? A $5.00 address charge assessed on orders under 4
pounds per order to a receiving location.
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Drop ship Directly to customer from
SMC Japan
Daily deliveries
Flat rate pricing on all shipments
(IED $4.00 / lb. and IPD $6.00 / lb.)
Comparable to domestic priority rates
Detailed package tracking
No wait time to use International Direct

?

Order Maintenance
? Orders already in process to Japan cannot be changed to
IED or IPD.
? Orders already in process with an International
? Direct ship via requirement cannot be changed to a nonInternational Direct ship via method.
? No other sales order attributes may be changed (ie:
quantity, part number, etc.) without undergoing the
request for change process.

Lead Time Example (estimated)
Shipping Method Stock Product
IPD
up to 4 days
IED
up to 6 days

Eligible Standard Assembled Parts
up to 10 days
up to 12 days

Expedited Shipping Cost Examples
Weight/Box
2 pounds
5 pounds

Shipping Method
IPD
IED
IPD
IED

Tokyo to End User Address Charge
$12.00
$5.00
$8.00
$5.00
$30.00
$20.00

Total
$17.00
$13.00
$30.00
$20.00

